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Module Contents:



Lesson 1: Lesson 2: Lesson 3: Lesson 4: Lesson 5: Lab:



Module One of the most Server® is the



Microsoft® SQL data is



stored in databases,



how to move



them. Other



using fast



storage devices



Objectives After completing • Describe how • Manage storage
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• Manage storage • Move database • Configure



Lesson Server



SQL



Before you can



how data is



stored in them,



utilize, where the



files should be



Lesson After completing • Describe how • Describe the • Explain how • Determine



work. databases.



• Ensure sufficient



How Data
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SQL Server



which data



structures are



in a set of



files allocated



within those



files. Database Files There are three



secondary data



files, and transaction Primary Data The primary



single primary



data file. As



other files



in the database.



of this file



extension is not Secondary Secondary data the data across use secondary drive. Additionally, can use secondary



used to spread reasons. You can different disk Windows file, you recommended



extension for
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Transaction Transaction log use to recover database. All mechanism to



that you can each logging (WAL) support rollbacks



of transactions. When data pages “dirty pages” background process For this reason, Server to recover



there. The Later, during a database files. of SQL discussed in



detail in this



Note: replication, and beyond



transactional advanced topics



Pages and Data files store Data File Pages Pages in a SQL



the first



page. Each file



page in a



database, both



size. After



allowing for



8,096 bytes



remaining for



column



values. All fixed



an



8,060-byte limit.



a table or an



index. Extents Groups of eight
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simplify the • Uniform extents. • Mixed extents.



The first allocation If they are free, needed. Once



mixed extent. object as allocations are



from uniform In both primary



track the



usage of extents



Considerations



Typically, a database



deliver the



required levels



store data.



In a disk array,



redundancy



and improved • Direct Attached When using
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controller.



disks. The



Windows



volume, just as it



would an DAS offers relatively



24 drives. throughput, and is cannot share



the storage • Storage Area



In a SAN, disks can be either channel network. channel SANs Although more shared between



The network SANs, or a fiber HBAs). Fiber iSCSI SANs. storage to be clustering. In a



SAN, it is common



switches are



duplicated. This



availability.



• Windows



In Windows spaces which large storage storage pools



create storage hardware to create can create SAS) and



from solid state



RAID Levels
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data



redundancy,



software-



controlled RAID



system, and



other levels may • RAID 0, disk combined



RAID include: that is disks, which



improves



hardware



controller.



volume becomes



inaccessible. • RAID 1, disk from two can provide in terms of



on space other. Mirroring is expensive store redundant



data. • RAID 5, disk



use of parity



data that is



space from 3



or more disks. fails, performance



RAID 1



because parity



it. For



example,
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represents • RAID 10,



stripe set is



mirrored.



RAID 0,



combined



expensive to



implement



redundant



data.



Consider the • Generally,



fault



tolerance, • Write operations because of



RAID 1 proportion of



write activity, • Consider the mirror set



RAID 1 database on a



RAID 5 array • Many databases vendors. For



between SAN vendors to



identify the • Windows commodity



solutions that use hardware



solution, at



Determining
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The choice of significant effect on



performance, Isolating Data It is important



reasons. This



isolation needs Access Patterns The access patterns



files consists



primarily of



Data access



on data files



files from the



database. A single



times when



these types of Recovery While RAID



failures,



complete volume



database can be



restored from



to a recent



point in time.



recover from the



data files, with both the data
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transactions since subsystem



failures.



Note: mistake on the volumes physical



common actually based ensure that underlying



Data File Management Ideally, all data



is spread



evenly across



are gained



when the files Allocating multiple



including:



• The possibility • A reduction



example, if only



part of the • An increase • The ability



Windows file.



Number of Unlike the way writes to a single



engine only when space is



not available



Ensuring
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required as and file



growth more When planning the database, For most sites, expected to be on tests with consult the application



maximum size of period. handle the data capacity planning not possible, requirements.



Autogrowth SQL Server



that were



defined when



should be



enabled to prevent



avoid the



need for SQL



growth over



time and ensure Many administrators takes to perform



increase the time it to the size



of the database
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of the growth experienced in the specified database all over a



disk subsystem. Log File Growth If the transaction certain types operations, such As well as expanding Truncating the Server database careful when database in the



space when large-scale bulk fill rapidly. file. the SQL should be recoverability of the a backup



strategy.



Lesson SQL Server uses should be familiar



Databases administrators them.



Lesson After completing • Describe each • Move system • Configure
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instance resource. These you cannot



drop any of them. master The master



defined at the



server instance



database is



damaged or corrupted,



on a regular



basis. msdb The msdb database



particular it



contains information



including



jobs, operators, ensure that jobs, In earlier versions often stored within



database, to are not lost. packages were them in the



dedicated SSIS model The model database
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model



database, they



Many sites



never modify



does not seem



overly important, tempdb The tempdb every time it



database option to



perform a backup resource The resource the sys schema system views



objects mapped to procedures, 2005, these



objects were



Moving



All system databases, balance I/O load.



locations to help caution as if



this is performed Moving the
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To move the 1.



For each



FILE



statement. 2.



Stop the



3.



Move the



its files are



recreated



tempdb files after



restarting) 4.



Restart



Moving the The process



other databases.



To move the 1.



Open SQL



2.



In the SQL



click



Properties 3.



Edit the



master



database 4.



Stop the



5.



Move the



6.



Restart



Considerations
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most SQL



Server installations. • Internal objects Internal objects



work tables



for cursor



hash join or



hash aggregate



Note: this



scope of



• Row versions Transactions



levels can cause



alternate versions



store within



tempdb. Row



index



rebuilds, Multiple • User objects



Most objects tables, table
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temporary row Planning tempdb By default, the other system make extensive volume to avoid



the files for all workloads that a dedicated much it is



likely to be used.



to be quite



large to ensure



You can



choose the location



later if



required. Because tempdb



required size in



advance. You



database in real-life



scenarios for significant disruptions



can cause applications



that are running sys.dm_db_file_space_usage files are using.



space that the activity in tempdb



at the session sys.dm_db_task_space_usage By default, the MAXSIZE of



because the growing until



space on the Using Multiple Increasing the contention during resulting in improved then degrade the ratio lower



avoid latch and dropped, files, as this can per core, with optimal



configuration
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Demonstration: In this demonstration, • Move tempdb



Demonstration Move tempdb 1.



Ensure and log



are running, the



password 2.



In the D:



3.



Start SQL



database engine



using Windows 4.



In Object



then right-click



tempdb 5.



In the Database



files and their



location. 6.



Open the



7.



View the



is displayed



after the 8.



View the



location,



because 9.



In Object changes,



prompted to allow service,



click Yes 10. View the



files have been



moved
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Keep SQL



Lesson User databases is a core competency understanding



Databases Creating databases well as initialization



options and know When creating the file system. database is in different volumes, configured using



be stored on when the data across allocation of data is management



needs within



Lesson After completing • Create user • Configure • Alter databases. • Manage database • Describe key • Create and



Creating
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Management Studio



(SSMS) or the



DATABASE



command offers



This topic



will concentrate



information is equally



applicable to CREATE DATABASE Database names for identifiers. This means that character can



with the rules nvarchar(128). each database names



can be quite Data Files As discussed



file and one



log file. The



specify the



name and path In the following primary data



two files—a \Logs\Sales.ldf:



Using the CREATE
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CREATE DATABASE ON (NAME FILENAME



500MB,



FILEGROWTH LOG ON (NAME FILENAME UNLIMITED,



Each file includes SQL Server use



operations in must be unique



within each database. In this example, size of 500 MB. occur. The log



maximum file autogrowth needs to file size.



Each time it Collations If required, a specified, it will Server installation.



collation is during SQL server is



considered a While it is possible database that



results in a default



locations—which Deleting Databases To delete (or DROP DATABASE



or use the deletes all of



its files.
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The following Dropping a database.



DROP DATABASE



Configuring



Each database



unique to each



database and



database



options are initially



create a



database. You



DATABASE statement



or by using the Categories There are several • Autooptions Auto Shrink



Auto Close and and Auto



Update Statistics
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• Cursor options working with utilities. Cursors
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cursors when applications such as that their



overuse is • Database



offline, who can



connect to • Maintenance o Recovery o Page verify Detection sector within



of this course. Page each disk drive there are 16



sectors



effective way to



detect a



were in fact



written.



added. The



use of this is written



Note: the option



each page as it disk.



written. Enabling checksum.



Demonstration: In this demonstration, • Create a database • Create a database



Demonstration Create a Database 1.
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20462C-MIA-SQL as \Demofiles



\Mod03\Setup. 2.



If SQL



MIA-SQL



database 3.



In Object



4.



In the Database



5.



In the Database settings.



o



autogrowth values:



DemoDB1 ▪ ▪



o



DemoDB1_log ▪ ▪



6.



Click OK



7.



Expand



8.



On the



Properties.



Create a Database 1.



In SQL



file from the



D:\Demofiles\Mod03 2.



Select the



create a



database 3.
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the information 4.



Keep SQL



Altering



You may need the name or options. Transact-SQL to modify the



need to change DATABASE DATABASE statement levels.



Altering Database You can modify



statement,



specifying the For example, ALTER DATABASE



ALTER DATABASE SET READ_ONLY;
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Note: DATABASE enables for the



Additional DATABASE
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ALTER This setting just



ALTER



Altering Database If you want your



Server, you can use



the SET COMPATIBILITY_LEVEL



statement. You can



set compatibility The value that



versions it



should be compatible ALTER DATABASE



ALTER DATABASE SET COMPATIBILITY_LEVEL



The values you



Value 80 90 100 110 120
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Managing



You may need requirement



most common additional



files. You might



file that is



currently in use



file has to be



emptied, and Adding Space By default, SQL



parameters that



you define when



database by



allocating additional



You may have



to expand the If a database



data file



automatically,



to grow a



transaction log



automatically



or if there is Adding Files One option for



using either



SSMS or by
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Expanding When expanding increase should When you expand



any file size common. either the data



or transaction



a database,



you should specify



prevents the



file from growing the MAXSIZE (MB) option



the file, use Restrict filegrowth database.



Transaction If the transaction certain types transaction log, committed transactions of the transaction



when of the inactive, unused part able to be



truncated and Dropping Database Before you drop EMPTYFILE



by using the file by



using the ALTER Shrinking a You can reduce database engine as large as it considered a be done manually,



Although the needs to be should be files—this can shrink



automatically Methods for
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SHRINKDATABASE it provides



much more control



Note: take a Regular though only be fragmentation operations



which can even this should substantial perform shrink



TRUNCATE TRUNCATE_ONLY



releases all free



space at the end



movement



inside the file.



often does



not shrink the



but is less



likely to cause



Introduction
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secondary files. Data files are you can use to operations. Using because they



of data files and restore scenarios, storage



volumes. Every database data files to the



secondary filegroup, unless you



specify a different When planning • Database • A filegroup



Using Filegroups You can use



considerations.



For example,



tables in a



dedicated filegroup Additionally,



enables you to



achieve faster



filegroups that have



changed, instead when it comes enables you backups to perform



efficiencies partial backup then use these filegroups



one by one, and



Note: course.
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Using Filegroups When you create filegroup, the



not specify a filegroup,



unless you configure



specific



filegroups, you



contention and



boosting performance. When a filegroup simultaneously,



that are the



same size will



fill at a



consistent rate.



written to



them to ensure



SQL Server



can write to simple form which is on a



implement a files, each of the separate



I/O channel for



Note: rely on storage disks can



manageability and striped physical



Creating
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As a database



contain large



numbers of files.



physical



storage of the



manageability or access



requirements Creating Filegroups You can create



database, or you



can add new In the following



containing a



single file named



named



sales_tran1.



two files



named sales_archive1. Creating a Database



CREATE DATABASE ON



PRIMARY



(NAME =



5MB,



FILEGROWTH FILEGROUP (NAME =
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= 50MB, (NAME =



ndf', SIZE



= 50MB, FILEGROUP (NAME =



\Data\sales_archive1.ndf',



SIZE = 200MB, (NAME =



\Data\sales_archive2.ndf',



SIZE = 200MB, LOG ON (NAME =



= 10MB



, FILEGROWTH



To add filegroups FILEGROUP



… ADD FILE statement



to add files to Setting the Unless you specify Any objects filegroup. A (which are created objects. If you filegroup for SSMS, or by The following



the databases. default system objects filegroup for user default database in statement. to the



Transactions Changing the



ALTER DATABASE MODIFY FILEGROUP
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Using Read-Only When a database



read-only



filegroups to



is



particularly useful backup strategy



to employ a backups that



include only To make a filegroup



FILEGROUP



statement with The following Making a Filegroup



ALTER DATABASE MODIFY FILEGROUP



To make a read-only



MODIFY



FILEGROUP



Lesson As well as adding



to move



database files,



Lesson After completing • Move user • Detach and • Use the Copy
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Moving



You can move



Transact-SQL



ALTER DATABASE



Note:



offline.



When you move



defined when



you create the



logical name



of the files in Using the ALTER You can use



same



instance of SQL The following



database:



Moving Database



ALTER DATABASE // Move
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AWDataFile,



FILENAME ALTER DATABASE



Detaching



SQL Server provides



to add or



remove a database



a commonly



used technique Detaching You detach databases stored procedure. the data files the system databases



sp_detach_db files or remove database from longer



appears in the



view. After you



have detached



instance of SQL



Server. UPDATE STATISTICS SQL Server maintains part of the detach
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reattach the detaching a



database. Detachable Not all databases



mirrored, or



in a suspect state,



Note: course.



scope of this



A more common



time that you



attempt to perform



You must



ensure that all



offers an option



to force connections Attaching Databases SSMS also provides



by using the



CREATE DATABASE



Note: sp_attach_single_file_db replaced also that



A common problem



procedures are statement. Note procedure.



become



orphaned. You



Demonstration:



Database



In this demonstration, • Detach a database.
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• Attach a database.



Demonstration Detach a Database 1.



Ensure



and that



you have 2.



In Object



verify that



the DemoDB2 3.



Right-click



Detach Database



dialog box, 4.



View the



and



DemoDB2.



Attach a Database 1.



In SQL



drop-down list,



click Database



engine using



Windows 2.



In Object



the databases



on this 3.



In Object



4.



In the Attach



click Attach. Database Files



dialog box, 5.



In the Attach



databases file,



note that 6.



In Object



DemoDB2 is



now listed.
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Extension



The topics in



database files.



However, SQL



devices, such



as solid-state



data pages



in-memory).



Lesson After completing • Describe the • Explain the



Extension.



Introduction



SQL Server uses improving overall memory to maintain often easier than



demand and can add more Adding storage is Extension to



enable you to
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The Buffer Pool



targets



non-volatile



Buffer Pool



Extension is



main buffer



pool memory. Only clean pages, ensuring that if a storage device disabled. You



Extension, Additionally, automatically has been



replaced. The Buffer Pool • Performance



a high



amount of • SSD devices



making this a



cost-effective • The Buffer



existing



applications.



Note: Server



SQL



Considerations
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The Buffer Pool



databases.



While database



is typically



beneficial when • The I/O workload • The database • The Buffer



10 times the



amount of • The Buffer



Scenarios where



performance



include: • Data warehouse • OLTP workloads • Servers on



Server.



Working with To resize or relocate
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Extension, and



disable the Buffer



Pool Extension,



cause an



immediate increase should therefore



degradation. You minimize



disruption to You can view sys.dm_os_buffer_pool_extension_configuration monitor its usage



You can management view.



Configuring



To enable the



CONFIGURATION



statement and



Extension file.



The following



GB:



Enabling the



ALTER SERVER SET BUFFER (FILENAME
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To disable the



CONFIGURATION



statement with To resize or relocate



Pool



Extension, and



disable the Buffer



Pool Extension,



cause an



immediate increase should therefore



degradation. You minimize



disruption to You can view sys.dm_os_buffer_pool_extension_configuration monitor its usage



Demonstration:



You can management view.



Extension



In this demonstration, • Enable the • Verify Buffer • Disable the



Demonstration Enable the Buffer 1.



Ensure MIA-DC ADVENTUREWORKS\Student



20462C20462C-MIA-SQL as \Demofiles



\Mod03\Setup. 2.



If SQL



MIA-SQL



database 3.
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Review creates
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note that it production



system, 5.



Use File



MyCache.bpe



file exists. 6.



In SQL



Enable buffer



pool extension



Verify Buffer 1.



View the



2.



In SQL pool extension



exists. View buffer the Buffer



Pool Extension 3.



Select the



click Execute.



This dynamic is_in_bpool_extension



Pool



Extension.



Disable the Buffer 1.



In SQL



Disable buffer



pool extension 2.



Select the Execute



and click returned



from the 3.



Use File



MyCache.bpe



file has
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Scenario As a database system and user



managing several new



applications



Objectives After completing • Configure • Create databases. • Attach a database.



Lab Setup Estimated Time: Virtual machine: User name: ADVENTUREWORKS Password: Pa$$w0rd



Exercise



Scenario The application make extensive contention, you



applications will minimizing I/O storage



volume and increase The main tasks
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1.



Prepare



2.



Configure
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Task 1: Prepare



1.



Ensure then log



running, and password



Pa$$w0rd 2.



Run Setup.



Task 2: Configure



1.



Use SQL the MIA-SQL



database on the database



files. 2.



Alter tempdb



o



tempdev ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪



o



templog



▪ ▪ ▪ ▪



3.



Restart



Result: After
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Exercise



Scenario The following



require



databases: • The Human



employee data. It is



not expected • The Internet



a heavy



workload



The main tasks 1.



Create



2.



Create



3.



View Data



Task 1: Create



1.



Create a



files:



Logical Name



HumanResources



HumanResources_log



\Data\HumanResources.mdf



ldf



Task 2: Create



1.
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Logical



InternetSales



InternetSales_data1



\Data\InternetSales_data1.ndf



InternetSales_data2



\Data\InternetSales_data2.ndf



InternetSales_log



2.



Make the



Task 3: View



1.



In SQL Server



\Labfiles\Lab03



\Starter 2.



Execute



and



TotalPages 3.



Execute



filegroup and Insert



10,000 rows 4.



Execute



data in the



table is



Result: After an InternetSales



database and



Exercise



Scenario Business analysts



that must be



hosted on MIA-SQL.



that you can



attach the database.
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The database
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which



should be configured The main tasks 1.



Attach



2.



Configure



Task 1: Attach



1.



Move AWDataWarehouse.



\Logs\ folder,



and then



M:\Data\



folder:



2.



o



AWDataWarehouse.



o



AWDataWarehouse_archive.



o



AWDataWarehouse_current.



Attach the



mdf file and



ensuring



Task 2: Configure



1.



View the



2.



Set the



3.



View the



contains.



in the Current



filegroup. 4.



View the



stored in the



Archive 5.



Edit the



6.



Edit the



updateable. verify that the



table is
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database to



Review



Module In this module,



databases and the



buffer pool extension.



Best Practice: practices: • Plan



following best



• Separate • Keep • Create often.



expanded too



• Shrink • Set



Review Question(
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